This work reports a detailed study on the shear magnetorheology of suspensions of magnetic microfibers. The steady-state regime was investigated using a controlled-stress rheometer, for different concentrations of particles and under the presence of a broad range of applied magnetic fields (up to 512 kA m -1 ). The results were compared with those obtained for conventional magnetorheological fluids (suspensions of magnetic microspheres). It was found that the suspensions of magnetic fibers show an enhanced magnetorheological effect. We proposed the existence of field-dependent solid friction between fibers as the main physical reason for this enhancement. In order to ascertain the relevance of the interfiber solid friction, the microscopic structure of fiber suspensions was investigated using an optical microscope.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetorheological (MR) suspensions are complex fluids that undergo a tunable and reversible transition from a solid-like to a liquid-like state upon magnetic field application [Bossis et al. (2002) ; Ginder (1998) ; Rankin et al. (1998) ; See (2003) ]. This property is the base of many applications of MR suspensions in medicine [Liu et al. (2001) ; Sheng et al. (1999) ; Wilhelm et al. (2005) ] and engineering [Bica (2002) ; Carlson et al. (1996) ; Jolly et al. (1999) ; Kordonski and Golini (2002) ]. Besides medical and engineering applications, current research on MR suspensions focuses on: (i) the settling and redispersion of the magnetic particles of MR suspensions [Garay and Bilbao (2007) ; López-López et al. (2006b) ; Ngatu and Wereley (2007) ; Pu et al. (2006) ]; and (ii) developing new MR suspensions with enhanced properties. As a result of (ii), new MR suspensions constituted by micron-sized magnetic particles dispersed in ferrofluids [López-López et al (2005 , 2006a ; Ngatu and Wereley (2007) ; Viota et al. (2007) ; Wereley et al. (2006) ] or in ionic liquids [GuerreroSanchez et al. (2007) ] have recently been prepared and characterized.
Furthermore, in one of our recent works ] the synthesis of MR suspensions constituted by magnetic cobalt microfibers dispersed in a carrier liquid was reported. In this work, we also reported some preliminary data on the yield stress of a suspension containing 5 vol.% of cobalt microfibers. We found that this suspension developed much larger values of the yield stress than the equivalent suspension of cobalt microspheres at medium and high magnetic field strength. The shape anisotropy of the fibers and the possible existence of friction between them could be some of the reasons for this enhancement of the MR effect. Besides, an interesting rheological behavior is expected for such MR fiber 3 suspensions, combining the behaviors observed in nonmagnetic fiber suspensions and in conventional MR suspensions (suspensions of magnetic microspheres).
We also reported elsewhere an experimental study on the shear and squeeze rheometry of suspensions of magnetic polymerized chains (see the work by Kuzhir et al. (2007) ).
Independently, Bell et al. (2007a; 2007b; , reported measurements of the yield stress of suspensions of magnetic wires. These authors found an increase of the yield stress of magnetic wire suspensions when compared with that of suspensions of spherical particles. Later, they analyzed the effect of substituting microspheres by nanowires in MR fluids, and no relevant change of the yield stress was found when the relative concentration of wires was increased up to 10 % ]. Unfortunately, the magnetic properties of the particles were not characterized and, as the same authors stated, "it is unclear how the magnetic saturation of the particles quantitatively affects the yield stress of the microwirebased suspensions" ].
The aim of the current work is to study in detail the MR properties of suspensions of magnetic fibers and to analyze the forces that govern the MR behavior. With this objective, the steady-shear flow of suspensions containing 1, 3, 5 and 7 vol.% of cobalt fibers or cobalt spheres was studied and the corresponding yield stresses were obtained. The effect on the MR properties of the applied magnetic field was investigated for a wide range of magnetic field strengths (from 6 kA m -1 up to 512 kA m -1 ). In addition, the internal structure in the absence and presence of magnetic field was experimentally analyzed by means of optical microscopy.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
In this work, two kinds of MR suspensions were prepared: suspensions of cobalt microfibers and suspensions of cobalt microspheres. Both cobalt fibers and cobalt spheres 4 were prepared by reduction of cobalt ions in polyols as described in ]. Anisotropic growth in the synthesis of cobalt fibers was induced by means of the application of a magnetic field during the whole synthesis time. Cobalt fibers were polydisperse with average length and width of 60 ± 24 µm and 4.8 ± 1.9 µm respectively, as
shown by SEM microscopy ]. As an example, a SEM picture of the cobalt fibers is shown in Figure 1 . Cobalt spheres were also polydisperse with an average diameter of 1.34 ± 0.40 µm . The magnetization, M, of both the cobalt fibers and the cobalt spheres was measured at 20 ºC as a function of the magnetic field strength, H, using a Squid Quantum Design MPMS XL magnetometer. Figure 2 shows the obtained magnetization curves an the fits to the Fröhlich-Kennelly law [Jiles (1991) ]:
where χ i is the magnetic susceptibility at H → 0, and M S is the saturation magnetization. As observed in Figure 2 , the magnetization curves of cobalt fibers and cobalt spheres are very similar, the remnant magnetization being the only considerable difference: 53 and 5 kA m Magnetorheological properties were measured using a Haake RS150 controlled stress rheometer. The magnetic field was applied in the vertical direction using two separate devices: (i) a coil, which was used for generating fields up to 36 kA m -1 ; (ii) a noncommercial electromagnet, specially designed for its use in the above-mentioned rheometer (see the scheme in Figure 3 ). This electromagnet allows reaching fields up to 580 kA m -1 in the measuring gap -the radial distribution of the magnetic field in the measuring gap for a given electric current in the coil is shown in Figure 4 . A cone-plate configuration (35 mm in diameter and 2 degrees in angle) was used when the magnetic field was generated with the coil, and a plate-plate configuration of diameter 20 mm and gap 0.300 mm when it was generated with the electromagnet.
In order to check whether the fibers wore out or fragment under shear, they were observed in the microscope before and after the MR experiments, and no important changes in their integrity were observed. Therefore, it can be concluded that the fibers did not wear out or fragment under shear.
Internal structures in the absence and presence of horizontal and vertical magnetic field were analyzed using an optical microscope with objectives ×10, ×60 and ×150. A coil was used for generating vertical magnetic fields up to 32.58 kA m -1 of strength. The horizontal field (up to 32 kA m -1 of strength) was applied using an electromagnet.
Suspensions used in these experiments were prepared as described above and then diluted down to 0.1 vol.% of cobalt particles. Right before the observation, suspensions were redispersed by means of mechanical stirring and sonication. Then a drop of suspension was 6 placed between two horizontally parallel glass slides. The gap between the glass slides was fixed to 0.15 mm. Observations were conducted upon increasing magnetic field strengths.
III. MAGNETORHEOLOGY
In a typical experiment, suspensions were initially pre-sheared at a large shear rate (~400 s -1 ) to ensure reproducible initial conditions. Afterwards, suspensions were subjected to shear stress ramps (in the absence and presence of magnetic field), with a 10-s interval between each stress value, and the corresponding shear rates and dynamic viscosities were measured. For each sample and each value of the magnetic field strength, data acquisition was performed in linear and in logarithmic modes. In both cases the shear stress ramp was adjusted for each applied magnetic field, in such a way that at least 50 different measuring points were obtained in the shear rate interval 0 -500 s -1 . In this way, we were able to determine with precision both the static and the dynamic yield stresses. In all cases we 
where τ is the shear stress, yB τ the dynamic (Bingham) yield stress and η pl the plastic viscosity. It is worthy to note that the Bingham yield stress represents the stress needed to continuously break the aggregates that reform in the presence of the magnetic field [Volkova et al. (2000) ]. Alternatively, the MR effect of MR fluids can be characterized by the values of the static (frictional) yield stress. This one represents the stress for which the field-induced structures either break in the middle or slip on the moving cone or plate of the rheometer [Volkova et al. (2000) ]. Its value can be evaluated from curves like those in Figure 6b by extrapolating the stress of the pseudoplateau region to zero-shear rate. Before analyzing in detail the values of the yield stress, notice that a similar trend is obtained for both cobalt fibers and cobalt spheres, but with shear stresses that, for the same shear rate, are always higher for the suspension of cobalt fibers than for the suspension of cobalt spheres (see Figure 6 ). In More interesting is the fact that the values of both the static and the dynamic yield stress for suspensions of cobalt fibers are approximately 2-3 times higher than the corresponding (equal solid concentration and magnetic field) values for suspensions of cobalt spheres. In our opinion, this is a very interesting result from both a fundamental and a technological point of view. The physical reason for this enhancement of the MR effect when magnetic fibers are used for preparing MR fluids, likely has its origin in the solid friction between fibers. Note that no effect of particle size on the MR properties of these MR fluids is expected, since it has been shown that this effect is negligible for particle sizes larger than 100 nm [Bossis et al. (2008) ]. In addition, theoretical estimations show that the van der Waals interaction is about five orders of magnitude weaker than the magnetic interaction (see companion paper).
In suspensions of magnetic spherical particles, friction is negligible in comparison
with the other forces (dipole-dipole magnetic interaction and hydrodynamic interaction). On the contrary, in suspensions of magnetic fibers, solid friction between fibers plays an important role. In the absence of field, fibers are structured in randomly oriented networks.
Under this condition, when fiber suspensions are subjected to a shear stress, flowing is hindered by the solid friction between fibers and a nonzero yield stress is measured at zero field. Under magnetic field application, fibers experience attractive magnetic forces and, therefore, the solid friction between fibers, which is proportional to the normal contact force between fibers, increases. This increase in solid friction involves an increase of the resistance of the suspensions to flow. As a consequence, the resulting field-induced yield stress of a fiber suspension must be promoted by the combined effect of friction and magnetic attraction. In the next section some microscopic observations that sustain these arguments are shown.
IV. STRUCTURES IN SUSPENSIONS OF MAGNETIC FIBERS
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Some photos of planar structures of diluted suspensions of cobalt fibers (solid concentration 0.1 vol.%) confined between two parallel glass slides (the gap was fixed to 0.15 mm) are shown in Figure 9 (a-e). As seen in Figure 9a , in the absence of magnetic field the fibers form an entangled network with approximately isotropic orientation of fibers, and even at low fiber concentration (0.1 vol.%), each fiber seems to have at least a few contact points with the neighboring ones. It can also be observed that individual fibers are gathered together in aggregates, even though, as mentioned in section II, the suspensions were carefully dispersed right before the observations. Such aggregation in the absence of magnetic field could be due to the combination of different effects: 1) magnetic attraction between fibers because of their remnant magnetization; 2) short range attractive forces: van-der-Waals or electrostatic; and 3) mechanical cohesion between rough fiber surfaces. Such cohesion is likely due to the solid friction between fibers and could involve an important contribution to the flocculation of the fiber suspension. Note that the flocculation of pulp suspensions is a well-known phenomenon and was first reported by Mason (1950) . Later, Schmid et al. (2000) and Switzer and Klingenberg (2004) performed particle-level simulations of such suspensions and attributed the fiber flocculation to interfiber friction.
When a magnetic field parallel to the glass slides is applied, the fiber network becomes deformed and approximately aligns with the field direction (see Figure 9b) . Notice that the fiber network remains entangled, the fibers linked (chained) to the neighboring ones and, therefore, there is not a complete alignment with the field. This can be explained by the solid friction between fibers that hinders their motion and does not allow them to get completely aligned with the field. Hence, the structure observed is not at equilibrium. Otherwise, without friction, the free energy of the fiber suspension would have been minimized, and a structure with all the fibers aligned completely with the magnetic field, joined end by end with the 10 neighboring ones, would have been observed [Bossis et al. (2002) ]. A zoomed view of the fiber network upon magnetic field application is presented in Figure 9c . As observed, the fibers are rather polydisperse and have an irregular rough surface. They are linked to each other either by their extremities or by their lateral sides. In the latter situation, two contacting fibers either are attached by their lateral sides or cross each other at some angle. It seems that any type of interfiber contact is equiprobable.
Alternatively, when a magnetic field normal to the glass slides is applied, the fibers tend to become aligned in the vertical plane, i.e. transversely to the glass slides (Figure 9d ).
However, as can be observed, some fiber aggregates are so big that they cannot be aligned in the vertical plane because their movement is restricted by the gap between the glass slides.
And even smaller fiber aggregates do not get strictly perpendicular to the glass slides -fibers are always attached to the neighboring ones by magnetic and friction forces. Note that this structure is rather different from the column-like structure observed in suspensions of spherical magnetic particles (see Figure 4a in Bossis et al. (2002) ). Notice also that when this fiber suspension is sheared (the upper glass slide is displaced horizontally), under the presence of vertical magnetic field, the fiber aggregates get more oriented in the direction of shear (see Figure 9e) . Thus, we believe that upon magnetic field application, the fibers gather into aggregates, which span the gap between the glass slides, and they are leant, when sheared, in the direction of the shear.
Finally, a photo of a 3D structure of a model fiber suspension consisting of steel rods (15 mm in length and 1 mm in diameter) in silicone oil, under the presence of applied magnetic field, is shown in Figure 9f . Similarly to the planar structures discussed above, the fibers form a dendrite-like structure oriented preferably along the magnetic field lines. To model the rheology of magnetic fiber suspensions, a precise knowledge of the types of interfiber contacts that are favored is desired. As seen in Figure 9f (and other pictures for 11 cobalt fibers, not shown here for brevity), most of the contacts between fibers are either sideby-side or side-by-end, while end-by-end are infrequent. In fact, this model structure shown in Figure 9f is quite similar to the structure shown in Figure 9c . In both cases the fibers can either attach to neighboring ones by their lateral side (line contact) or cross each other at a certain angle (point contact).
The existence of different types of interfiber contacts is an essential point that must be taken into account to theoretically model the magnetorheology of suspensions of magnetic fibers. This is done in the companion paper, where we introduce some microstructural models for magnetic fiber suspensions and explain the enhanced MR response of these suspensions in terms of interfiber solid friction. Our theory covers the elastic regime of the shear deformation (before the flow onset) and combines the features of the point-wise interaction theory developed by Toll and Manson (1994) for classical fiber suspensions and the features of the column structure and zigzag structure models for classical MR suspensions [Bossis et al. (1997) ; Volkova (1998) ].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the shear rheology of suspensions of magnetic fibers has been studied in detail. The effect of both magnetic field intensity and fiber volume fraction on the rheological properties has been analyzed. It has been found that magnetic fiber suspensions behave as MR fluids -i.e. upon magnetic field application they develop tunable yield stress. The increase of the yield stress with magnetic field strength is very sharp at low field. At high field it tends to saturation, as the magnetization of the cobalt fibers is progressively saturated. The fieldinduced yield stress has also been found to increase faster than linearly with the concentration of fibers in suspension.
12 Furthermore, the values of the yield stress obtained for suspensions of cobalt fibers have been compared with those obtained for suspensions of cobalt spheres. It has been found that for the same particle concentration and applied magnetic field strength, suspensions of cobalt fibers develop yield stresses 2-3 times higher than suspensions of cobalt spheres. The existence of field-dependent solid friction between fibers is likely the physical reason for this enhancement.
Finally, the microscopic structures developed in suspensions of magnetic fibers have been explored. In the absence of magnetic field, fibers form an entangled network with approximately isotropic orientation. Upon magnetic field application, the fiber network tends to become aligned with the field. However, friction between fibers hinders their motion and does not allow a complete alignment with the field. In this "equilibrium" state, all kinds of contacts between fibers, side-by-side, side-by-end, or end-by-end, are possible, the third one being the less frequent. 
